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hospital locations. For example, when lung shunt
nuclear imaging equipment is not available at the
interventional radiology location, the necessary
indications for use (IFU) can successfully be
facilitated in advance of the procedure at an offsite
location to provide the mCRC patient with access
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Patient History
A 56-year-old male patient was diagnosed with
metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) in May 2018
after routine colonoscopy. A large polyp was
discovered during the colonoscopy in the
descending colon and the patient underwent a
hemicolectomy at that time. In July 2018, patient
began FOLFOX (oxaliplatin, 5-Fluorouracil,
leucovorin) chemotherapy to treat stage 4 mCRC.
The hepatic metastases and primary lesion
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Procedure
In January 2019, the patient underwent a mapping
procedure in preparation for the SIRT procedure and
a CT scan the same day. Both procedures took place
at ProHEALTH Care Associates’ Lake Success
Interventional Radiology location. In addition, the IFU
for SIR-Spheres Y-90 resin microspheres require a
lung shunt scan to determine the risk of non-target
delivery of the microspheres, which are administered
through the portal vein. While Nuclear Medicine was
not available at the same location, the medical team
collaborated to arrange needed lung shunt imaging at
the Nuclear Medicine location for ProHEALTH
Care Associates.
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Following all indicated pre-operative procedures, the
first SIRT procedure was performed on 1/16/19 to the
right lobe of the liver. The team administered 27mCi in
the form of SIR-Spheres® Y-90 resin microspheres to the
liver tumors via the hepatic artery. The patient continued
chemotherapy treatments during the timeframe in
which the SIRT treatment was administered.
(SpectCT demonstrates enhancement of several lesions contained
in the right lobe)

Conclusion
A patient with unresectable liver tumors who had
multiple colorectal liver metastases was successfully
treated with SIR-Spheres Y-90 resin microspheres.
One of the benefits of SIRT using yttrium y-90 is that
most patients with mCRC can continue their
Y-90 Mapping Procedure
performed on an OEC 9900 C-Arm
(GE Healthcare)

Dose Delivery performed
on OEC 9900 C-arm
(GE Healthcare)

Results
One month after the first SIRT treatment, the
follow-up PET/CT scan in March 2019, showed a dramatic response to the SIR-Spheres Y-90 resin microspheres therapy in the right lobe with reduced evidence

chemotherapy regimens without interruption, which
was the case with this patient.
SIRT should be considered as a valid therapeutic
option in the office-based setting for patients with
chemotherapy-refractory, liver-limited or liverdominant mCRC. With proper patient selection the
procedure is well tolerated with a low incidence of
severe complications.

of active hepatic disease. The patient has continued with
chemotherapy and will be re-evaluated with a PET/CT in
May/June 2019.
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